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About This Game

Have you ever loved somebody so much, that you'd have done anything for them? Broken Dreams is a platformer in which Jack
can create 'shadow friends; copies that repeat his previous actions. Complete with a melancholy story, gothic artwork,

professional voice-overs, Broken Dreams has received fantastic ratings across the board.

Broken Dreams is an expansion on the original flash-based game. Complete with full-screen support, new levels, a free asset
pack (featuring artwork and music featured in the game) and Steam Trading Cards. Now you can add this awesome game to

your Steam Library!

Featuring:

 Beautiful, hand-drawn artwork

 A darkly-enticing story about unrequited love

 Professional voice-acting

 Platforming awesomeness, with a twist! Hit space to create a 'shadow' - copies of the character that be be used to
circumvent obstacles, as jumping platforms and more!

 Control both characters simultaneously using the keyboard - work together to solve the level!
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 Asset Pack includes Music and artwork used in the game
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Publisher:
New Reality Games
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Ice Rink, all the way.. From all my years of gaming, I can say for sure NISA is by far THE most incompetent thing I have ever
encontered. The way they handled YS VIII and Disgaea 5 port is really bad.

About the game itself, it's too simple. You just auto-attack and that's it.. https://hardcoregames.azurewebsites.net/raid-on-coasts/

this is a good example of RTS strategy games, gameplay is similar to most in the genre so its easy to get into it
. good classic. had a lot of fun in the three hours i have played and i would love to play more but there isnt much levels, and i
dont expect more to come any time soon :(. The games does not look good or work well. The core concept of dodging slow
projectiles coming from multiple directions in unfun. Others seem to agree, since I there are so few players that I topped some
leaderboards on my first attempts.

If you think dodging stuff might be fun, I recommend Holopoint.

Plus, the dev got his friends to write a couple of those positive reviews.
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This is amazing, great for people who don't want to make the game themselves! You can make anything in this!. Game
Information

Maestro: Music of Death Collector's Edition is an Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game that was developed by ERS Game Studio
and published by Big Fish Games Studio.

Since this is a collector's edition, it comes with extra features, that are not available in its' counterpart; the standard edition.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is nicely done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There two different difficulty game modes to choose from: Regular and Expert.

The notebook keep tracks of progression in the game. Such as story events and clues.

There is no map in the game. The player has to remember where to go in the game.

There is no padlock feature that is available to lock the inventory panel in place to make it stationary.

The hidden object scenes consists of the following: Traditional word list. Some of these hidden object scenes may require little or no
interactions.

The puzzles are fairly easy to solve without having the need to skip any of them.

Since this is a collector's edition, there is a bonus chapter, but it can be accessed only after the main story is completed.

Miscellaneous

There are extra features in the game: Bonus Chapter; Soundtracks; Concept Art; Wallpapers; Screen Saver and Game's Strategy
Guide. Most of these extra features can be access only after the entire game is completed.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. Absolute genius.. Damnation is a complete piece of bull-crap and I regret getting it, but
it\u2019s now time for a story.

Damnation is set on an alternate version of planet Earth, in the early part of the 20th century after the American Civil War, which
had spanned over several decades, where steam engines replace combustion engines.

Both sides of the war fall and aloud Prescott an evil man who sold weapons to both sides. He was able to take over and went away
with both the Union and Confederacy and turned the United States of America into a country called the American Empire\/or the
new America, but there are people still fighting, fighting him.

That\u2019s where you come in you play as Rourke a freedom fighter who not only wants to kill Prescott, but to find his beloved
Dayden who disappeared. Now it\u2019s up to Rourke and the other freedom fighters to kill Prescott and save United States.

Okay before I get into the bad let\u2019s talk about the good first. I liked the idea for the game, like the alternate History and the
steampunk. The vehicles we can see are cool looking. The landscapes were nice to look at.  I liked the horrifying\/Frankenstein look
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when Dayden showed herself.

Now for the bad, first to start with is the A.I. Holy crap was the A.I bad not just for the enemies but your companion\/companions
too, well you see as you play the game a companion comes with you and helps you out by killing the enemies.

But because the bad A.I your companion runs right into the line of fire, or they will just sit at the beginning of a level or part of a
level and do nothing, making you have to fight the enemies alone. Or the A.I runs around all crazy.

Or you could be trying to be sneaky and snipe some enemies only for companion to attack, or sometimes the attacks won\u2019t
even hit an enemy, or they can attack an enemy that is above them only for the attack to hit the rough or the railing where the
enemy.

Then there is the enemy A.I some of them won\u2019t attack you or they will run around like crazy.

Now for the story, the story for the most part it\u2019s a mass. First you have this guy in some cave who starts telling the story and
you can kind of see\/guess what happens, but for the most part its bare bones. Like why are we fighting these guys and who are
they?

And there is this one cutseen where Prescott the badguy is taking to the professor about how professor and Prescott dad had given
him everything and how he improved on it and that\u2019s it we don\u2019t find a lot about Prescott dad and professor.
And there is the stuff with the professor and his daughter but that does not go anywhere that much as well.

Then there are the characters a lot of them are ether jackasses or idiots or both sometimes. Like with stupid bickering fights between
them.

Or like in one part of the game where are heroes find this big weapon and that it\u2019s about to attack a city called Terra Verte,
and instead of trying to stop it Rourke and Yakecan go after Commander Selina and her bodyguard even those Ramon the son of
the governor of Terra Verte says saving Terra Verte more important but Rourke asks where was Terra Verte at Arrowtree when
they needed them and saying he will help Terra Verte after he finds his beloved Dayden.

Like what \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, I know finding Dayden is important to Rourke but stopping a
big\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665weapon from killing a bunch of innocent people is more important.

Then there is description of the game it\u2019s for part a lie like it says \u201cA full-range of unique vehicles from wall-riding
motorbikes to armour piercing mobile artillery provide high-octane thrills\u201d

There are two motorbikes you can use and a big turret but there is no reason to use it till one. One part of a level but that\u2019s
about it.

Then there is this \u201cIntelligent enemies will give chase and engage players in frantic gun fights and attacks that can come from
any direction\u201d I already explained on that.

The game all so has some bugs in it. The voice acting can be a good bit wooden normally I don\u2019t mind that but it could have
been better. All so don\u2019t use a controller for this it does not work all in combat.

Then there is a part where you are given magic site to see enemies but sometimes it does not work, you can all so use it to save a
save a downed companion but that\u2019s it you are not given any other magic. All so game could have used more cool looking
enemies. The final boss sucked so hard.

So with that said this game is such a disappointment, it\u2019s like the game developers just
half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665all of it for gameplay, story, the steampunk, the A.I, the enemies, pretty
much everything.

So I can\u2019t really recommended this game even if it was on sale, so if you\u2019re looking for a kickass fun steampunk
game this is sooooo not for you.. Basically, if you like match 3 games, don't let the negative reviews bother you, it's great.
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For me the only time a ported game is bad is if there's microtransactions or the UI is rubbish for a PC game. Neither of these occur
here. Yes, there are daily rewards, but I don't think they are required to beat the game - definately not on the easier setting.

There's 200 levels to clear, which is twice as many as most of the match 3 games I've played and since all but the first couple levels
have multiple boards to clear, there's a ton of match 3 goodness to be had! I liked the rpg elements and the dialogs with NPCs have
some funny moments. I would recommend picking it up on sale, though even at full price, you get your moneys worth.. The game is
a little slow in mechanics but it's really fun so it doesn't really bother me. Easy to learn too. I have been looking for a WW1 strategy
game like this. The AI is pretty fair too.. Hey, CA, since SEGA is making us buy the games we've already bought anyways, do you
think you could talk to the brass about maybe having a "True Purchase" Pre-Order option?

You know, something at the price of a collectors edition, except instead of all that
useless\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you get all the non Expansion DLC free?

I mean, if you insist on bleeding us dry, you should at least have the decency to let us get all done up-front.
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